
Compositional approach (item-and-arrangement) to morphological analysis asks a specific set of 
questions: 

• How to segment words? 
• How to combine segments? Phonology conditions allomorphy; (morphological) 

templates or (syntactic) trees condition segment order 
• For some analysts: how to limit the amount of “stored” material to manageable 

amounts? 
o In generative linguistics: complex derivations to show that forms are predictable 

from a minimal base 
o In traditional psycholinguistics: surface form frequencies show which forms will 

be often encountered 
o But, people can memorize vast quantities of information… though there’s still the 

critical question about whether what they see and hear is enough to learn the full 
system. 

• What is the psychological nature of these elements? (e.g., innate trees or learned affix 
orders?) 

Configurative approach (item-and-pattern) to morphological analysis asks other questions: 

• How are words organized? e.g., relationships among partials that do not necessarily 
carry distinct meanings [cf DM – relationships among meanings only]; such as: 

o how partials combine to make forms: 
§ the paradigmatic/network relationship among inflectional stem 

alternants or among allomorphs 
§ the syntagmatic constraints on combining partials within a single word 

o how partials combine to make meanings: 
§ English nouns + -s suffixes = plural noun meaning 
§ English verbs + -s suffixes = 3SG verb meaning 
§ Is this non-compositional? Is it compositional but with an interaction? 

• What makes the organization learnable? If the learner isn’t restricted to inferring the 
generative process for a given form, what kinds of patterns improve learnability? 

This paper’s question: What makes variation in formal material (which otherwise expresses 
the same meaning) learnable, for highly complex systems [many word classes: many 
declensions, many conjugations] when classical conditioners (phonology, syntax) have little 
role? 

• Sidebar: including periphrasis as a kind of “allomorph selection” – agrees with DM that 
syntax and morphology often/always express the same properties, but disagrees that this 
implies that the syntax and morphology are reducible to shared compositionality 

This paper’s answer: Non-categorical implicative relations among allomorphs 

• Generalizes previous answers: 



o PRINCIPAL-PARTS analyses which identify perfectly class-diagnostic 
allomorphs [...but many languages don’t have these] 

o PARADIGM-ECONOMY principle which restricts the number of classes to the 
maximum number of allomorphs that express a single morphosyntactic property 
[…but even some small systems violate this] 

o NO-BLUR principle which restricts allomorphy to defaults and class-diagnostic 
allomorphs (?) [as previous] 

o categorical IMPLICATIVE RELATIONS (dynamic/adaptive principal parts) 
[…but – as with traditional principal parts – the learner doesn’t actually need to 
identify word classes, they need to identify word forms] 

• Contrasts “enumerative complexity” (how much allomorphy?) with “integrative 
complexity” (how much predictive organization? … may include derivational 
predictability, but not necessarily) 

Example 1: Modern Greek (Table 1) 

• “Enumerative complexity” is high: eight noun classes and eight cells, no form or cell is 
diagnostic of class membership, does not obey economy or no-blur 

o But guessing one form is much easier than guessing the word’s class 
o (Unconditional) average paradigm entropy: 1.621 bits, averaged across eight cells 

(variable = a cell which encodes a morphosyntactic property; values = the 
alternants for that cell), against a theoretical maximum of 3 bits for eight classes 

• “Integrative complexity” (organization of the forms): here, analyzed as conditional 
entropy 

o Worst-case scenario for speakers: produce a form of a word knowing only one 
other form of that word 

§ If paradigm tables were just look-up tables, that means a speaker is being 
asked to produce a form knowing only its morphosyntactic properties and 
a lexical root 

o Guessing one form given another form is inevitably but substantially easier than 
guessing a single form with no evidence [“paradigm entropy”, but n.b. mislabeled 
chart] or than guessing the class with no evidence [“declensional entropy”] 

o Average (conditional) entropy for Greek: 0.664 bits, averaged across eight cells, 
against a theoretical maximum of 3 bits 

More examples: repeat for many languages – see Table 3 in detail [n.b. last two columns have 
swapped labels] 

• Some languages obey PARADIGM ECONOMY (Arapesh, Burmeso, Kwerba) and 
others don't 

• Declension entropy is very high on average, but paradigm entropy is not as bad, 
though still >1 bit for most of these languages 

• Average conditional entropy tends to fall within a low, narrow range (0.5 to 1 bit), even 
for the system with many classes 

o Would this just happen by chance? 



o Monte Carlo simulation: randomly select (with replacement) the form for each 
class + property combination from the set of observed forms for a property. What 
is the range of average conditional entropies under this scenario? à For all of 
these languages except Russian, A.C.E. is tremendously higher than the true 
arrangement of forms 

§ What’s going on in Russian? Paradigm entropy is already low in Russian, 
so for any given word, it’s already relatively easy to guess how a cell 
should be realized even without knowing how another cell is realized 

§ …and there are other kinds of generalizations (besides intra-paradigmatic 
implicative relationships) that make Russian learnable 

• Average conditional entropy subsumes paradigm economy, no-blur, principal parts, etc. 
(see Ackerman & Malouf 2015) 

o These other principles are specific strategies that a system can use to achieve high 
intra-predictability / low uncertainty. Some systems do use these strategies, but 
not all. 

 
Person-aspect in Chiquihuitlán Mazatec 

o Paradigms include 6 sets of tone configurations, 10 sets of final vowel configurations, 18 
sets of stem formatives. Configurations are mostly independent of each other 

o Predictability within each configuration (“paradigm”) is relatively high, all <1 bit 
o No principal parts, etc 
o No semantic generalizations, etc 
o Average conditional entropy: 

§ Variables: realization of 1SG incompletive, realization of 2SG 
incompletive, etc 

§ Values: the alternating material in each cell (the combination of tone + 
final vowel + stem formative = everything except the second onset 
consonant) 

§ If learners know the set of 6 tone configurations, 10 vowel configurations, 
18 stem configurations, average conditional entropy is within low 
expected range (0.709 bits) 

Ongoing questions (for Mazatec and for other languages): 

o What are the strategies and kinds of implicative relations that systems use to obtain low 
entropy? (principal parts, vocabulary clarity, but likely others) 

o What other kinds of generalizations are useful? 
o How do learners acquire the paradigms? 
o What else constrains the range of morphological variation? 

o For implicative relations, speakers must still identify (1) what alternates, (2) the 
set of alternants, and (3) the associations between the alternants 

o I disagree about suppletion. A fully suppletive system is one where each word 
belongs to its own class and has its own unique form for every cell. It has zero 
average conditional entropy, because any form is categorically predictive of any 



other form. However, it is maximally unlearnable because the paradigm is the 
same size as the surface lexicon. This kind of system would only be learnable if 
there are relatively few unique words. 


